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• Part of UNESCO Biosphere Reserve
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Groundwater and karst system Snow cover dynamics
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Hintersee (Ramsauer Ache) 0.65
Ramsau (Wimbach) ‐0.31
Ilsank (Ramsauer Ache) 0.63
Schwoeb (Koenigsseer Ache) 0.38
Stanggass (Bischofswieser Ache) 0.12























New snow model AMUNDSEN
AMUNDSEN (Strasser 2008)
(AlpineMUltiscale Numerical     
Distributed Simulation ENgine)
h ‘ ?W at s new
• complete energy and mass balance of the snow cover
(radiation balance turbulent fluxes soil heat flux)  ,    ,     






Results – Energy balance
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Modelled energy fluxes on the snow cover (Kühroint winter 2005/2006)
Results – Snow slides
Snow deposition during winter 05/06 (snow slides)
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Days with snow coverage (winter 05/06)
Results – new snow model
Day Degree Energy Balance + Snowslides‐ ‐    
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Modelled mean snow cover duration (2002 – 2007)
Snow melt and runoff dynamics
Runoff at gauge Hintersee (melting period spring 2006)
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Day‐Degree
Nash‐Sutcliffe = 0.52
Energy‐Balance
Nash‐Sutcliffe = 0.58
E‐Bal + Snowslides
Nash‐Sutcliffe = 0.69
E‐Bal + Snowslides + Wind
Nash‐Sutcliffe = 0.76
Summary and outlook
• Enhanced snow module significantly improves the discharge modelling 
in alpine catchments (snow melt periods)
• Further important processes:
– Snow‐canopy processes (interception, sublimation, melt unload, micrometeorology)
Algorithms available and tested within AMUNDSEN (Strasser 2008)
• Systematic subsurface water redistribution is identified 
• Climate change scenarios and impact analysis 
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Thanks!
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